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ABSTRACT
We propose the new class of distance hypergraph polymatrix coor-
dination games, properly generalizing distance polymatrix coor-
dination games, in which each subgame can be played by more
than two agents. We modelled it using hypergraphs, where each
hyperedge represents a subgame played by its agents.

Moreover, as for distance polymatrix coordination games, the
overall utility of a player 𝑥 also depends on the payoffs of the sub-
games where the involved players are far, at most, a given distance
from 𝑥 . As for the original model, we discount these payoffs pro-
portionally by factors depending on the distance of the related
hyperedges.

We focus on the degradation of the social welfare by resorting
to the standard measures of strong Price of Anarchy and Price of
Stability for both general and bounded-degree graphs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Polymatrix games were introduced more than forty years ago [20]
and have received a lot of attention from many researchers since
it is a very general model which can be applied in different real
scenarios, and several games (e.g., hedonic games [12], max-cut
[17]) can be derived from it. Some classic papers are [13, 18, 19, 21],
while more recent studies are [6, 10, 11, 23], where the authors
showed results mainly concerning equilibria and computational
issues. Another model close to polymatrix games that is worthy of
mention is the group activity selection problem [5, 8, 9].

In the subclass of polymatrix coordination games [23], the in-
teraction graph is undirected since the outcome of a binary game
is the same for both players. An extension of this classic model
is presented in [1], where the utility of an agent 𝑥 does not only
depend on the games (edges) where 𝑥 is involved but also on the
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games (edges) played by agents which are far, at most, a parameter
𝑑 from 𝑥 .

In this work, we introduce and study a new, more general model,
distance hypergraph polymatrix coordination games, where each
local game can concern more than two players and the utility of
an agent 𝑥 can also depend on the games at a distance bounded by
𝑑 . In this new model, the interaction graph becomes an undirected
hypergraph, where every hyperedge is a game played by the player
contained in it. Following the idea proposed in [1], the utility of
an agent 𝑥 is the sum of the outcomes of the games she plays plus
the outcomes of the games played by other players, which are at
a distance at most equal to 𝑑 from 𝑥 . Each agent 𝑥 also gets an
additional payoff that is a function of the strategy chosen by 𝑥 .
The idea of obtaining utility from non-neighboring players has
been analysed also for distance hedonic games [15, 16], which gen-
eralise fractional hedonic games [3, 4, 7, 14, 22] similarly as distance
polymatrix games and our model do with polymatrix coordination
games. Our model can also be seen as a generalisation of the hyper-
graph hedonic games [2], introducing preferences and increasing
the expressiveness of the weight function.

Our newmodel can be used to represent real-life scenarios, which
are not covered by previous models. On the one hand, extending
a local game to more than two players is reasonable because, in
many natural social environments (e.g., politics, sports, academia,
etc.), people get a payoff from activities that involve more than two
players. As an example, in a scientific community a project or a
paper often involves more than two researchers and its outcome
depends on the choice made by each person. This can be modelled
using a hyperedge for each project/paper with a weight (payoff)
depending on the participants’ strategies. On the other hand, any
individual also benefits, albeit to a smaller degree, when her close
colleagues succeed in a project or publish a good paper that she is
not personally a part of. This is quite obvious when considering the
student–advisor relationship, but also noticeable for researchers
working at the same university or institution. We can model these
indirect relationships by introducing distances and discount factors.

Having formalized our new model, we focus on the degradation
of the social welfare where 𝑘 players can simultaneously change
their strategies. We analyze the Price of Anarchy and Stability for
𝑘-strong Nash equilibria, providing tight lower and upper bounds.

2 MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
A 𝑑-distance hypergraph polymatrix coordination game (𝑑-DHPCG)
G = (H , (Σ𝑥 )𝑥∈𝑉 , (𝑤𝑒 )𝑒∈𝐸 , (𝑝𝑥 )𝑥∈𝑉 , (𝛼ℎ)ℎ∈[𝑑 ] ), is a game based
on a hypergraph H of arity 𝑟 , and defined as follows:
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Agents: The set of agents is𝑉 = [𝑛], i.e., each node corresponds
to an agent. We reasonably assume that 𝑛 ≥ 𝑟 ≥ 2.

Strategy profile or outcome: For any 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉 , Σ𝑥 is a finite set
of strategies of player 𝑥 . A strategy profile or outcome 𝝈 =

(𝜎1, . . . , 𝜎𝑛) is a configuration in which each player 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉

plays strategy 𝜎𝑥 ∈ Σ𝑥 .
Weight function: For any edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸, let 𝑤𝑒 : ×𝑥∈𝑒Σ𝑥 → R≥0

be the weight function that assigns, to each subset of strate-
gies𝜎𝑒 played respectively by every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑒 , aweight𝑤𝑒 (𝜎𝑒 ) ≥
0. In what follows, for the sake of brevity, given any strategy
profile 𝝈 , we will often denote𝑤𝑒 (𝜎𝑒 ) simply as𝑤𝑒 (𝝈).

Preference function: For any 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉 , let 𝑝𝑥 : Σ𝑥 → R≥0 be the
player-preference function that assigns, to each strategy pro-
file 𝜎𝑥 played by player 𝑥 , a non-negative real value 𝑝𝑥 (𝜎𝑥 ),
called player-preference. In what follows, similarly to the
weight function, we will often denote 𝑝𝑥 (𝜎𝑥 ) as 𝑝𝑥 (𝝈).

Distance-factors sequence: Let (𝛼ℎ)ℎ∈[𝑑 ] be the distance-factors
sequence of the game, that is a non-negative sequence of real
parameters, called distance-factors, such that 1 = 𝛼1 ≥ 𝛼2 ≥
. . . ≥ 𝛼𝑑 ≥ 0.

Utility function: For any ℎ ∈ [𝑑], let 𝐸ℎ (𝑥) be the set of hy-
peredges 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 such that the minimum distance between 𝑥

and one of the players 𝑣 ∈ 𝑒 is exactly ℎ − 1. Then, for
any 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉 , the utility function 𝑢𝑥 : ×𝑥∈𝑉 Σ𝑥 → R of
player 𝑥 , for any strategy profile 𝝈 is defined as 𝑢𝑥 (𝝈) :=
𝑝𝑥 (𝝈) +

∑
ℎ∈[𝑑 ] 𝛼ℎ

∑
𝑒∈𝐸ℎ (𝑥 ) 𝑤𝑒 (𝝈).

The social welfare SW(𝝈) of a strategy profile 𝝈 is defined as
SW(𝝈) := ∑

𝑥∈𝑉 𝑢𝑥 (𝝈). The 𝑘-strong Price of Anarchy of a game G
is defined as PoA𝑘 (G) := max𝝈 ∈NE𝑘 (G)

OPT(G)
SW(𝝈 ) , where NE𝑘 (G) is

the set of 𝑘-strong Nash equilibria of G, and OPT(G) is the value
of an optimum outcome 𝝈∗. The 𝑘-strong Price of Stability of game
G is defined as PoS𝑘 (G) := min𝝈 ∈NE𝑘 (G)

OPT(G)
SW(𝝈 ) .

3 OUR RESULTS
First, we observe that when the number of deviating agents 𝑘 is
lower than the arity 𝑟 of the hypergraph, there exists a simple 𝑑-
DHPG G with 𝑛 agents such that PoA𝑘 is unbounded. Therefore,
we will only consider the estimation of PoA𝑘 for 𝑘 ≥ 𝑟 ≥ 2.

3.1 PoA𝑘 for general hypergraphs
In the first part, we focus on finding tight upper and lower bounds
for PoA𝑘 when there is no particular assumption on the underlying
hypergraph of the considered game.

Concerning PoA𝑘 , we derive the following upper bound.

PoA𝑘 (G) ≤
(𝑛 − 1)𝑟−1
(𝑘 − 1)𝑟−1

(𝑟 + 𝛼2 (𝑛 − 2)) . (1)

We complete the study of PoA𝑘 for general hypergraphs provid-
ing the following lower bound.

PoA𝑘 (G) ≥
(𝑛 − 1)𝑟−1
(𝑘 − 1)𝑟−1

(𝑟 + 𝛼2 (𝑛 − 𝑟 )) . (2)

Results (1) and (2) hold for any 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘 ≥ 𝑟 , 𝑑 ≥ 1, and any
distance-factors sequence.

3.2 PoS𝑘 for general hypergraphs
We conclude the study of the inefficiency for general hypergraphs
by providing a lower bound for the𝑘-strong Price of Stability asymp-
totically equal to the upper bound for the 𝑘-strong Price of Anarchy
shown in Eq. (1). This means that we can use the upper bound in
(1) also for the 𝑘-strong Price of Stability and close our study for
general hypergraphs.

The idea is to start from the lower bound instance used for Eq. (2),
then transform it into a new instance with the property of having
every near-optimal outcome unstable. An outcome is said to be
near-optimal if its social welfare is close to the optimum. The new
instance has the property that all the equilibria have the same social
welfare. This leads to the existence of a 𝑑-DHPCG G such that

PoS𝑘 (G) ≥ 𝑛 − 𝑟

𝑛 − 1
(𝑛 − 1)𝑟−1
(𝑘 − 1)𝑟−1

(𝑟 + 𝛼2 (𝑛 − 𝑟 ))
2(1 + 𝛼2)

(3)

which holds for every 𝑛 ≥ 6, 𝑘 ≥ 𝑟 , 𝑑 ≥ 1, and any distance-
factors sequence.

3.3 PoA𝑘 for bounded-degree hypergraphs
In this section, we analyse the 𝑘-strong Price of Anarchy for games
whose hypergraphs have a bounded-degree. A hypergraph H has
degree bounded by Δ if the degree of every node 𝑥 of H is at most
Δ. We also say that a game G is Δ-bounded degree if the degree of
every node in the underlying hypergraph is at most Δ. Here, we
will only focus on the cases where 𝑘 ≥ 𝑟 , and Δ ≥ 2, since the case
when Δ = 1 is encompassed by Section 3.1.

First, we show that for every outcome 𝝈 , (i): SW(𝝈) ≤ ∑
𝑥∈𝑉

𝑝𝑥 (𝝈) + 𝑟
∑
ℎ∈[𝑑 ] 𝛼ℎ · (Δ − 1)ℎ−1𝑟ℎ−1 ·∑𝑒∈𝐸 𝑤𝑒 (𝝈) holds.

Before continuing, we observe that if an outcome 𝝈 is a strong
equilibrium, and 𝝈∗ is an optimum outcome, then for every hyper-
edge 𝑒 , there exists an agent 𝑥 for which 𝑢𝑥 (𝝈) ≥ 𝑝𝑥 (𝝈∗) +𝑤𝑒 (𝝈∗)
holds. Moreover, every other agent in 𝑒 gets more in 𝝈 than her
preference value in 𝝈∗. By summing these inequalities for every
hyperedge 𝑒 , and using (i), we obtain the upper bound

PoA𝑘 (G) ≤ 𝑟
∑︁

ℎ∈[𝑑 ]
𝛼ℎ · Δ · (Δ − 1)ℎ−1𝑟ℎ−1 (4)

which holds for any 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘 ≥ 𝑟 , 𝑑 ≥ 1, and any distance-factors
sequence. Please note that the upper bound in (4) implies that the
𝑘-strong Price of Anarchy of Δ-bounded-degree 𝑑-DHPCG, as a
function of 𝑑 , grows at most as 𝑂 ((Δ − 1)𝑑𝑟𝑑 ).

In the following, we provide a lower bound on the 𝑘-strong Price
of Anarchy, relying on a nice result from graph theory. For any
𝑘 ≥ 𝑟 , Δ ≥ 3, 𝑑 ≥ 1, and any distance-factors sequence (𝛼ℎ)ℎ∈[𝑑 ] ,
there exists a Δ-bounded-degree𝑑-DHPCG G such that PoA𝑘 (G) ≥∑

ℎ∈[𝑑 ] 𝛼ℎ · (𝑎 + 1) · 𝑎ℎ−1𝑏ℎ−1

1 +∑𝑑−1
ℎ=1 𝛼ℎ+1 (2𝑎⌊ (ℎ+1)/2⌋𝑏 ⌊ (ℎ+1)/2⌋−1 + 2𝑎⌊ℎ/2⌋−1𝑏 ⌊ℎ/2⌋ )

(5)

where 𝑎 = (Δ − 1), 𝑏 = (𝑟 − 1). We used 𝑎 and 𝑏 instead of (Δ − 1)
and (𝑟 − 1) just to make (5) shorter.

Please note that, if all the distance-factors are not lower than
a constant 𝑐 > 0, from Eq. (5) we can conclude that the 𝑘-strong
price of anarchy of the Δ-bounded-degree 𝑑-DHPCG, as a function
of 𝑑 , can grow as Ω((Δ − 1)𝑑/2 (𝑟 − 1)𝑑/2).
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